EFFECT OF HEALTHCARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ON SERVICE DELIVERY IN PRIVATE HOSPITALS IN NAIROBI COUNTY, KENYA
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Abstract: The study explores various types of healthcare information system integration that are designed to help hospital practitioners and professionals with better communications within and outside for better services delivery in private hospitals in Nairobi –County. A descriptive research design methods was adopted to reach out the objectives with the survey method being used on the targeted population of out of which a sample size was done to represent the respondents on the study. The use of self-administered questionnaire survey was conducted among healthcare professionals. The study uses the SPSS to describe the respondents from the questionnaire. The study’s findings reveal out that health information systems is being used in the hospital and interoperability policies were being applied but still much is needed, the use of healthcare medical technology was widely applied and this has made the process faster with easily patient’s monitoring well. The strengths and weaknesses of the health information system, interoperability policies and healthcare medical technologies were identified and strategic recommendations were formulated accordingly. It is anticipated that this research will make a significant contribution to the healthcare information management in private hospital in Nairobi county-Kenya. The study attempts to bridge the existing knowledge gap by presenting the findings of a comprehensive study on healthcare information system, interoperability policies and healthcare medical technologies in private hospitals in Nairobi County. The study enriches the literature by providing an assessment tool and a tool for the evaluation of regional health information systems. The study also give valuable guidelines for improving the interoperability policies in the healthcare information systems for easy and quick sharing of information both in Kenya and the whole world respectively.
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1. Introduction

Over the previous years the use of healthcare information systems (HIS) in the hospitals has increased, they are used to capture, process, store, retrieve, share and present data for better decision-making in the hospital. The healthcare providers are increasingly sharing clinical data with other providers all over the world caring for the same patient by using the systems (Rudin, Goldzweig & Shekelle, 2014). The use of healthcare information systems in the hospital is believed to increase legibility, reducing medical errors, cutting medical costs and boosting up the quality of the healthcare expected to increasing legibility, reducing medical errors and boosting the quality of healthcare (Blumenthal & Tavenner, 2010). With the integration of the healthcare information systems in the hospital is not just about databases communicating with each other but it involves them moving of information towards a worldwide
healthcare integrated systems (Gröne & Garcia-Barbero, 2002). There is also the need for continuity of the healthcare and information exchange within and outside the health sector and this has introduced an imperative call for successful adoption of health care information system WHO (2004). The Government of Kenya (GOK) in its Kenya Vision 2030 has but more efforts to achieve the equitable and affordable health care at the highest affordable standard for all its citizens Luoma (2010). The Kenya Vision 2030 is blueprint document that highlights key reform agenda which is aimed to transform Kenya into a middle income country by the year 2030. In the recent years, there has been an increasing demand for good quality, health information data in Kenya, similar to that one of other developing countries (Luoma, 2010).

According to (Bell, 2012) the big potential benefits of using health information systems over paper medical records it reduces costs, improve the quality of care and the reduction of medication errors. However this benefits can only be fully realized once the barriers such as the lack of proper information technology infrastructure, inadequate information skills of health care providers and challenges in health information exchange have been overcome(Akhlaq, Sheikh & Pagliari, 2015). Assessing interoperability between health information systems in the hospital can help to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the systems that are being assessed and also gives prioritize quality improvement in the health care organization Gudria (2013). There are limited studies addressing healthcare information systems integration and its influence on Service delivery in private hospitals Nairobi –County in Kenya, hence this study sought to fill the existing gap. Consequently, the following research question was tested, RQ: Identify various types of healthcare information systems and their effects on service delivery in private hospitals in Nairobi County.

2. Literature Review

According to Ismaili et al., (2012) hospital information systems (HIS) are comprehensively, integrated and specialized information systems that are designed to manage the administrative, financial and clinical aspects of hospitals. With the use of healthcare information systems around the hospitals has brought a round rapid transition, moving from the traditional, paper-based practices to computerized processes and the systems ensures the delivery of healthcare and improvement of the quality services (Weber-Jahnke, Peyton, & Topaloglou, 2012).

It has provided a composed environment of complex information systems, heterogeneous, distributed and ubiquitous speaking different languages, integrating medical equipment and customized by different entities, which are set by different people aiming at different goals. (Palazzo et al., 2013). Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, & Blumenthal (2011) suggest the hospital information systems or the healthcare information systems to have a potential of improving the healthcare of the patient and the performance of healthcare providers for better quality and cost cutting effectively in the hospital. Ketikidis et al., (2012) with the response of most of the healthcare professionals to use the hospital information systems are at the position of explaining the success or failure of the hospital system, development and implementation within the hospital. Furthermore Almunawar and Anshari (2011) sees the main goal of healthcare information systems is to give efficient and high quality of healthcare and also to promote development, rationalization and improvement of the hospital management. As technology develops so as the electronic healthcare records become more common, patients and clinicians are working towards a safer, more personal form of health care delivery the Patients are the consumers of health care and are the witness to the paradigm shift of access to health information and changes in information (Caligtan & Dykes, 2011).
The ability to electronically record, integrate and analyze data and information in the private hospital has enables administrators, practitioners to quickly move to the synthesis of knowledge and the development of wisdom, which they can apply to patient care (Edwards, Chiweda, Oyinka, McKay, & Wiles, 2011).

With the use of the technology, the patient monitoring has been made easy and efficient as the hospital can monitor and manage the patient particular including those ones who are suffering from disease such as diabetic, the patients can be taken care by the nurse from whenever they are while communicating with the expert at the hospital Larsen (2006).

According to Malliarou (2007) the nursing information systems (NIS) in the hospital help with the maintenance of nursing record, where nurses use the systems to assess patient acuity and condition, prepare plan of care or critical pathway, specify interventions, document care, track outcomes and control quality in the given patient care. The decision support systems in the hospital is used for the reminders prompts and alerts of the patient’s ensuring the regular screenings and other preventive practices within the hospital accordingly Tang (2009).

According to Tang (2009) radiology information systems (RIS) in the hospital helps with in entering and storing of orders for prescriptions, tests, and other services in a computer-based systems, it also enhances the legibility, reduces duplication and improve the speed with which orders are executed. The pharmacy information system (PIS) in the hospital is designed to address the demands of a pharmacy department and helps the pharmacists to monitor on how medication is used in hospitals, help them to supervise drug allergies and other medication-related complications (Frisse et al., 2012). With the use of the patient’s administration information systems in the hospital provides services through computers, servers, networks and is the widely deployed and popular applications such as, electronic medical records (EMRs), electronic health records (EHRs) and have 24/7 remote support which allows hospital staff to troubleshoot problems occurring during system usage Ismail et al., (2012).

Accordingly to Kaşfali, Bromuri, Sindlar, vanderWeide and Pelaez, (2013) the staff-centered applications provide particular service to patients, including applications that personalize the care given to patients. Most of the applications are designed as personal assistants, whose aim is to collect and provide the most appropriate medical data on the appropriate point of care Bouzguenda and Turki (2014). Decision support systems are analyzed medical images or they are used to check the patient’s health records and recommend the next steps to be followed for his/her treatment Sokolova and Fernández-Caballero (2012).

According to Galapago (2013) the implementation of the administration information system within the healthcare domain it takes the responsibility of people and departments within the institution, as knowledge exchange is the product of collaboration for better results. With rapid growth of information technology (IT) it has offered the healthcare providers with the ways of storing and accessing of substantial amounts of health data without the use of physical storage equipment and offering of the access to health information simultaneously from different locations in any given time (Savage, 2012). The healthcare industry started computerizing health information over a decade ago. From 1984 to 1994, healthcare-related computer transactions increased from 5% to 36% (Diana, Kazley & Menachemi, 2011).

Its main purpose is to replace the paper-based medical records as the main source of information of
healthcare records and to meet the clinical, legal, and administrative practice requirements (Hope et al., 2014). With the Computer personal records (CPR) existing computer systems can now capture, store, process, communicate, secure and present information from multiple locations (Roshanov et al., 2012). The systems reduce cost and improve the quality of care through the informed healthcare patients and providers, they remove duplication and enhance the coordination of treatment by more than one healthcare provider (Sittig & Singh, 2012). According to (Roshanov et al., 2012) Computer patient’s records system implementation represented a major change in the management of patient records.

3. Healthcare Information Systems

The main goal of healthcare information systems is to manage information of healthcare-related activities, including planning, monitoring, coordination, and decision making and to improve the availability of patient’s records by making information accessible for patient care in order to decrease the wait time for diagnostic information, such as laboratory results; and to improve patient administration procedures.

The real-time access, exchange and receipt of clinical data provided by hospital information systems improve the clinical documentation, reduce the duplication of care services, and support better decision making related to patient care (Tiina, et al 2009). The following are some of the healthcare information systems that are widely used in most of the private hospitals in Nairobi –County Kenya.

4. Electronic Health Records Systems (EHRS)

According Latha, Murthy and Sunitha (2012) Electronic health record in the hospital is an electronic set of patient records which contains information on a patient’s medical history, demographics, laboratory data, medication and other important medical information. According to Kierkegaard (2011) the Cross-border of interoperable electronic health record systems make confidential of data more easily and rapidly accessible and it increases the risk of personal data concerning to health to be exposed or easily distributed to unauthorized parties from different sources, and throughout a lifetime.


According to Griskewicz (2002) electronic health records are the a longitudinal electronic record of patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting which includes this information are patient demographics, progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports.

With the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 that was signed into law as part of the stimulus package which represents the largest US initiative to date that is designed to encourage widespread use of electronic health records (EHRs) Blumenthal and Tavenner(2010). They further expressed out that the Obama administration provided the health care community with a transformational opportunity to break through the barriers to progress where by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) authorized incentive payments through Medicare and Medicaid to clinicians and hospitals when they use EHRs
privately and securely to achieve specified improvements in care delivery. Most of the private hospitals in Kenya are paper-based health record systems but with use of computers they are now moving to computerization systems for better quality, flexibility and patient safety on electronic healthcare records which are now easily accessible and shared faster (Huang, Sharaf & Huang, 2013). In order for the hospital to achieve good goals for the improvement of patient’s safety on the use of electronic, data must be implemented so as to help in detecting, managing and giving potential safety of the patient ‘events in real-time.

5. Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMRS)

Electronic medical records is the managing of the patient’s medical records electronically from a variety of sources that deals with the patient treatment, diagnosis, laboratory test, imaging, history, prescription and allergies and the protection of security and patient privacy. Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) are computerized medical information systems that collect, store and display patient information, create legible and organized recordings and used to access clinical information about individual patients Boonstra, and Broekhuis (2010). According to Carter (2015) the widespread adoption of electronic medical records (EMRs) has transformed the practice of medicine from paper-based cottage industry into integrated health care delivery system and most of the physicians and institutions view the widespread use of EMRs to be inevitable. According to Mandl, Szolovits and Kohane (2001) the problems associated with patient medical records fragmented across the multiple treatment sites, poses a great obstacles in healthcare domain, the electronic medical record systems needs to be designed in a way that it can exchange data according to standards and the patients should have control to view their records while ensuring their privacy.

6. Patient Administration Records Systems (PAIS)

Eastaugh (2012) describes that the healthcare information technology in the hospital has enhances the marginal value products on the nurses and the entire concerned staff on the patient care activities for better improvement of healthcare productivity.

Waneka and Spetz (2010) conducted a study to determine the impact of health information technologies (HITs) on nurses and nursing care and they concluded that healthcare information technology improves the quality of nursing documentation; reduce on the medication administration errors, nurses are satisfied with healthcare information technology and have positive attitudes about it and with the effective leadership throughout the processes, it has improved the healthcare information technology in the hospitals.

With rapid the rapid growth of information technology (IT) has offered the healthcare providers ways of storing and accessing of substantial amounts of health data without the use of physical storage equipment and offering access to health information simultaneously from different locations in any given time (Savage, 2012). The healthcare industry started computerizing health information over a decade ago, from 1984 to 1994, healthcare-related computer transactions has increased from 5% to 36% (Diana, Kazley & Menachemi, 2011).

In the early 1990s, the IOM and the National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) recommended that the healthcare and health insurance providers adopt a computerized patient record (CPR) (Kannry et al., 2012). Computerized patient records is the database system which is electronically maintain information regarding the patient’s healthcare lifetime status and care to which the data is stored so only authorized users can access to the patient health information from multiple locations whenever needed (Hope et al., 2014).
The main purpose of it is to replace that one of paper-based medical records as the main source of information of healthcare records and to meet the clinical, legal and administrative practice requirements in the hospital (Hope et al., 2014). With the Computer personal records (CPR) the existing computer systems can now capture, store, process, communicate, secure and present information from multiple locations at the same time (Roshanov et al., 2012). The systems reduces cost and improves the quality of care through the informed healthcare patients and providers, they remove duplication and enhances the coordination of treatment by more than one healthcare provider (Sittig & Singh, 2012).

7. Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS)

Clinical Decision-Support System (CDSS) in the hospital is the computer system programed and designed to help health professionals make clinical decision in the hospital Musen, Shahar and Shortliffe (2006). They further emphases that the systems ones used in the hospital, help in storing and managing of the clinical data, helps the clinicians in solving the problematic situation such as on the drugs interaction, decision making. Irrespective of the kind of decision support task, the CDSSs should be integrated into the computer tools that are routinely used in the hospital by the by clinicians, they should be able to operate without any manual entry of data that being entered using some other system Musen, Shahar and Shortliffe (2006).

It reduces medication errors, enhances service delivery of preventive care, improved adherence to the recommended care standards Kaushal, Shojania and Bates (2010). According to Caligtan and Dykes (2011) is the electronic device which is universally available for the lifelong resource of health information and is maintained by individuals (patient). He further suggests the systems to be interchangeable used but they are separate from the Electronic Medical Record (EMR). According to (Caligtan & Dykes, 2011) the power of the ownership is the patient and the provider or the healthcare hospital organization itself.

According to the AHIMA (2010) there are several key factors that are comprises on the personal health records, the healthcare information data must be complete, reliable and accurate, personal health records does not replace the patient’s official medical record, but it remains as separate and can integrate information from the official medical record. The following table gives summary of some of the clinical health information systems that are being used in private hospitals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1: Types of Healthcare Information Systems: Source researcher (2017)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Health Record Systems (EHRS)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Medical Records systems (EMRS)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Administration Records Systems (PARS)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Service delivery

Access to good healthcare services in hospitals encompasses three components namely: coverage, services, and timeliness. The health insurance coverage helps patients to gain entry into the healthcare system. Lack of adequate of it makes difficult for patient to get the health care they need, uninsured patient have poor health status and are more likely to die prematurely Hadley (2007).

The primary care provider (PCP) in the hospital serves as the source of care it gives a meaningful and sustained relationships with patients and provide integrated services which is associated with: greater patient trust in the provider, better patient-provider communication and increases the likelihood of the patients to receive appropriate care Mainous (2001). Timeliness is the health care system's the ability to provide health care quickly after a need is recognized and measures of timeliness in the hospital is the availability of appointments and care for illness or injury when it is needed and the time spent waiting in doctors' offices and emergency departments (EDs) National Healthcare Quality Report, 2013.

According to Sahli, Jabeura and Badra (2015) the ambient intelligent concepts in healthcare relies on the various networks of the sensors that observe subject and learn or predict ones behavior such as that one of supervision of elder people in which the system sends alerts to practionaires if any abnormal situation is detected. The staff centered applications in the hospital is designed to support medical practitioners (basically doctors and nurses) with their daily care. Bouzguenda and Turki (2014) most of the applications in the hospitals are designed to collect and provide the most appropriate medical data in the appropriate point of care when needed.

9. Methodology

Technology is ever-evolving thus evolution comes with increasing of data. Since decades, paper based records have been used and stored to keep information about patients and track the history of patients. In Kenya, still almost even not all health care organizations rely on paper based record system; however the system seems not allowing proper patients’ data sharing among doctors when needed as irregularities can still be observed in information about historical health of patients and availability of all clinical data. Its interaction with other available systems in the healthcare organizations like procurement or finances systems is difficult and its linkage with health insurance and pharmacy systems is impossible. To overcome all these issues surrounding the paper based health records system, an electronic health record (EHR) interoperability system may revolutionize the system and improve the service quality of treatment offered to the patients.

The target population of the study focused on four private hospitals that is; the Nairobi hospital, the mater hospital, Aga Khan and the M.P Shah Private hospital. The four hospitals was picked to present the rest of the other hospitals as they are the major private hospitals in the Nairobi County and for the last ten years have implemented the use of healthcare information systems and interoperability policies fully so they make a well unit of the study. The research seek to develop a research on healthcare information systems and interoperability policies on service delivery and its importance in the hospital. The target population of this study was therefore 1617 respondents from the four hospitals. The following tables illustrates the targeted population of the study

This study used a descriptive research design. Descriptive research was used to obtain information concerning the current status of the phenomena and to describe what exists with respect to variables or conditions in a situation. The methods to be used ranged from the survey that described the status quo and correlation study which investigated the relationship between variables. This was the most appropriate research design since it investigated the relationship between the dependent and independent
variables. In addition, the study used a qualitative and quantitative research designs.

**Results**

10. Aspect of Healthcare information System Integration and usage in Private hospitals

The respondents were asked to indicate whether they use healthcare information system in their respective hospital.

According to the findings 49 of the out of total population sampled 84.4% of them respondents agree that healthcare information system integration (HCIS) has influenced the service delivery on hospital who were being sample, 49 of them also strongly agree that healthcare information system integration is being applied in the hospitals making 84.4% of the respondent being sampled , out of the 116 population targeted number 5 of them strongly disagree with the statement with 4.3% of the respondent disagree that healthcare information system integration helps with service delivery in the hospital, 9.5% of the respondent sample remained neutral, representing 11 respondents having contrary opinion on the influence of healthcare information system on service delivery in their hospital by disagreeing that the healthcare information systems integration has not influenced the service delivery in the hospital.

The respondents were also asked to indicate the extent to which they the hospital uses the electronic health records systems in the hospital. From the findings from table 1.2 below, the respondents indicated with a mean of 2.0086 and a standard deviation of 0.61142. This clearly shows that with the use of electronic health records had greatly help the hospital with quick service delivery. They were also requested to indicate the extent to which the hospital uses the electronic medical records in managing of the patent’s information. From these findings we can deduce that with the mean of 2.3190 and the standard deviation of 0.779781 it clearly shows that electronic health record is being applied in the hospitals respectively.

From the findings, the respondents indicated the extent to which the hospital uses the patient administration systems in tracking of the patient’s appointment with a mean of 2.8276 and a standard deviation of 0.53203. This clearly shows that the hospitals use patient administration system for tracking out the patient treatment and admitting services. The respondents were also requested to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement that patient’s records in the hospital are being analyzed using the clinical decision support systems for better decision making in the hospital. According to the findings, the respondents indicated with a mean of 4.1638 and a standard deviation of 0.97752 this clearly indicates that, the patient’s records in the hospital are being analyzed using the clinical decision support systems for better decision making in the hospital.

The findings agree with Müller, Ganslandt, Eich, Lang, Ohmann and Prokosch (2001) argument that the greatest barrier for the daily routine usage of health information decision support systems in the hospital is that the systems are designed for a single problem which arises infrequently and have not been integrated into the routine data management environment for the user.

Mantwill, Fiordelli, Ludolph and Schulz (2015) argues that with inclusion of electronic medical records (EMR) systems, in the hospital the patients can easily access their individual personal health records not only to improve the quality of health care given to individuals but also to reduce the cost of healthcare in the country. From these findings we can deduce that the healthcare information system has immense influence on service delivery in private hospital in Nairobi County.
Table 1.2 Healthcare information systems usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Health Records</td>
<td>2.0086</td>
<td>.61142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Medical Record</td>
<td>2.3190</td>
<td>.79781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Administration Record system</td>
<td>2.8276</td>
<td>0.53203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Decision Support System</td>
<td>4.1638</td>
<td>.97752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Discussion

The findings revealed a positive significant relation between healthcare information systems integration on service delivery in private hospitals. It was established that healthcare information systems integration is being used to a great extent. The integration of healthcare information systems in the hospitals under study is impacted by three factors: autonomy, heterogeneity, and distribution. Sharing of data within and outside the hospitals is an issue for systems which tend to consist of enormous silos of paper-based or electronic data which are of poor quality and do not meet the expected standards.

From the study, it was revealed that electronic health records and electronic medical record systems in the hospitals under study help the medical consultants and practitioners with easy, quick, and retrieval of clinical information and transferring of patient data much faster from one section/department to another for quick services delivery. The study also established that hospital administration in the four hospitals under study is being used to track out the patient’s appointments, for booking reservations, and even administration of the patients in hospitals.

Also, it was established that the four hospitals under study use the clinical decision support systems for analyzing the patient’s records quickly and further for better appropriate decisions-making regarding on the patient’s sickness and further follow-ups making if necessary for better hospital services. It was found out that the healthcare information systems integration helps both the medical practitioners and the general practitioners to integrate well with other systems for easy decision making on treatment of patients for better service delivery in the hospitals.

12. Conclusion

The healthcare information systems is being used widely in the private hospitals in Kenya. The electronic health records systems, the electronic medical records systems, patient administration systems, and clinical decision support systems are being used in the hospital for better service delivery. The systems are used to manage the patient’s medical records electronically from a variety of sources (EMRS), used to track the patients, admissions, appointments, and even the patients in hospitals. It also helps to analyze...
the healthcare data for better decision making. We believe that the failures of modern healthcare information systems can be avoided by using trustworthy systems which are designed with security and privacy in mind and increase the awareness about the potential of the systems in the hospitals.

The confidentiality, security and privacy of the patients’ data is the key factors that influences services and utilization of healthcare information system products and not only in Kenya but also in developed world, security in the protection of personal health information from unauthorized access, use or disclosure is a challenge. The privacy and security requires individuals to determine when, how, and to what extent information is communicated to others while confidentiality is non-disclosure of private information with which one is entrusted. Due to the shortage of healthcare workers, use of electronic Health and mobile Health technologies is critical issue for enhancing equitable access to healthcare in Kenya. To address this shortage, the Government in collaboration with private sector has promoted the use of healthcare information systems integration usage in the country as it supports quick and reliable desired quality of hospital delivery and access to healthcare services.

13. Recommendation

The study recommends that private hospitals should implements the healthcare information systems integration and participates in health data exchange, healthcare interoperability is another area which has gained excess of higher growth in the hospitals country wide and even outside the country. This is due to higher growing of networks that has increased the patient’s data access with the use of the healthcare interoperability policies in the hospital systems which has greatly impacted both the providers and patients for better service delivery in the hospitals. Connectivity is difficult because hospitals often have to overcome with the variety of information technology systems, diverse levels of sophistication and varied interoperable policies capabilities.
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